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Abstract-In this paper the data structures andalgorithms which were used to implement hyper-resolution
are presented. The algorithms, which do not generate hyper-resolvents by creating sequences of
P1-resolvents, have been used to obtain proofs of
THEOREM 1. Let G hea group such thatx' = e forallXfG. If h is defined as h(x,y) = xyx'y' forx, YfG, then
for all x, YfG, h(h(x, y),y) =e (the identity).
THEOREM 2. Let R be a ring such that x' = x for all uR. Then R is commutative.
THEOREM 3. Every subgroup of index 2 is normal.
The data structures have been designed so that onlya single copy of any literal or term is retained, no
matter how often it occurs in the clauses kept. The main advantage of this approach is not the resulting
savings instorage, but instead thefact thatsimultaneously matching a set of literals generates anentire set of
hyper-resolvents.
A method of extractinga setof "candidates for unificationwith a givenliteral" from thedatastructures is
also presented. The resultof using this method is a substantial reduction in the number of times a complete
unification of two literals must be attempted.
The initial results obtained from the program suggest that many resolution algorithms besides
hyper-resolution could be enhanced by the use of similar data structures and algorithms.
I. INTROD UCTIO N
J. A. Robinson first published a proof of the completeness of hyper-resolution in 1965.
Until recently little work appeared to be directed towards evaluating any theorem-proving
algorithm utilizing that inference rule, probably because it is considerably more difficult to
implement hyper-resolution thananyof the more popular binary inference rules. Oneof the more
successful implementations was accomplished by this author[4], but the statements to which
hyper-resolution was applied contained no occurrences of function symbols. A given statement
containing occurrences of function symbols would be reformulated into a sequence of
statements, each of which contained no function symbols. The satisfiability of each statement in
the generated sequence was tested by an algorithm using hyper-resolution. Even though the
absence of function symbols considerably simplified many of the problems which had to be
solved to implement hyper-resolution, the design of the resulting program was significant for the
following reasons:
(1) The program successfully obtained proofs of several relatively difficult theorems.
Although it was not demonstrated that this success was due to the use of hyper-resolution, the
need for further investigation of algorithms using hyper-resolution was established.
(2) The techniques employed to implement hyper-resolution could in most cases be extended
to apply to algorithms which could be applied to statements containing occurrences of function
symbols.
Although the results of this early implementation of hyper-resolution were encouraging, L.
Wos resolutely maintained that the restriction to statements without function symbols was not
the key to the program's success. Instead , he argued , the other unique features of that
implementation should be included in a theorem prover to be applied against statements
containing occurrences of function symbols. Such a theorem prover was, in fact, created, and
Wos' conjectures were verified. This paper has been written to present the basic design used in
that later implementation of hyper-resolution.
2. BASIC DATA STRUCTURE S
The success or failure of any implementation of hyper-resolution will to a great extent be
determined by the data structures used to represent clauses . Therefore, the structures which
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were selected will be discussed in detail. It is worth noting that these same structures havebeen
used to implement most of the common binary inference rules.
Throughout thisdiscussion it is assumed that the readeris familiar with the basic terminology
of resolution theory (7]. The following two definitions are also required:
Definition. Any term which is neither a constant nor a variable will be referred to as a
composite term.
Definition. Let t =l(t1>t2, ••• , tn ) be a composite term. ThenI is the major function symbol
of t.
The reader should also be reasonably familiar with the use of singly-linked lists, doubly-linked
lists, and hash searching. A detailed discussion of these topics can be found in Knuth [2,3].
The basic data structures utilized in the implementation of hyper-resolution are now
presented. The reader may find it helpful to draw the list structures used to represent some
specified clause, although for any complex clause a visual diagram is usually too cluttered to be
useful. Thereadershould note in particular that only onecopyof any literal or composite term is
maintained.
PREDICATE LIST. A singly-linked list of nodes is maintained such that each node
corresponds to one predicate symbol. Each node contains at least
(a) the predicate symbol, and
(b) the degree of the predicate.
FUNCTION LIST. A singly-linked list is maintained containing information about function
symbols. The format of the nodes in this list is identical to the format of the nodes in the
PREDICATE LIST.
Because algorithms suchas the unification algorithm mustapply to eitherliterals or terms,it is
critical that literals and terms have essentially the same structure. This is the reason for the
similarity in the format of the nodes representing predicates and functions. However, a flag
should be included ineachnode to indicate whether the node represents a predicate or a function.
TERM LIST. This doubly-linked list contains one node for eachcomposite term that occurs
in any clause enteredin the data structures. The format of the nodes is identical to the format of
the nodes in the LITERAL LIST, which is described next.
LITERAL LIST. Adoubly-linked listwith onenode perliteral is maintained. It is important to
note that, although a literal or term may occur in more than one clause, only one node is
maintained in the appropriate list. Each node must contain at least the following items:
(1) A flag indicating the sign of the literal (for a term this flag is always set to positive).
(2) A flag to designate whether any variables occur in the literal (or term).
(3) A pointer to the node representing the predicate symbol for the literal (or the major
function symbol for a composite term).
(4) An entry for each argument containing the following information:
(a) A flag indicating whether a variable occurs in the term,
(b) A flag indicating whether the term is composite or not, and
(c) An element of information depending on the settings of the previous two flags.
The alternatives are as follows:
(i) If the argument is a constant, a pointer to the appropriate function node is used.
(ii) If the argument is a variable, the variable itself is used. It will be found convenient to use
the symbols Vo, VI' ... to represent variables and to simply represent the variable Vn by its
non-negative subscript, n.
(iii) If the argument is a composite term,a pointer to the correct node in the TERM LIST is
used.
(5) The header to a singly-linked list of pointer nodes. Each node contains the address of a
clause in which the literal occurs. In the case of a composite term, the nodes each contain the
address of a literal or a term in which the given term occurs. This list will be referred to as the
"containment list" for the given literal or term.
CLAUSE LIST. For each clause in the data structures an entry is maintained in this
doubly-linked list. Each node must contain at least the following items:
(1) A unique number assigned to the clause.
(2) The numbers of all of the ancestors of the clause.
(3) An entry for each literal. Each entry must contain:
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(a) A flag indicating the sign of the literal,
(b) A flag indicating whether or not the literal contains any variables, and
(c) A pointer to the corresponding node in the LITERAL LIST.
The two flags are redundant, since they occur in the literal, as well. Putting them in the clause,
however, slightly simplifies a variety of algorithms.
LITERAL/TERM HASH TABLE. Since it is frequently necessary to determine whether or
not a given literal or termalready exists in the data structures, a hashtableis maintained with an
entryfor every literal or termwhich hasbeen added to the datastructures. Foranygiven literal or
term a key is constructed from:
(1) The sign (terms are assigned a positive sign),
(2) the predicate symbol (or major function symbol for terms), and
(3) the arguments.
Eachentry in the table contains a pointer to a literal or term with the appropriate key.To speed
the search, both major and minor hashes are used.
FPA LISTS. It is often useful to be able to locate all literals of a given sign and predicate
symbol fulfilling the added requirement that a specified argument has some particular major
function symbol. For example, it may be necessary to locate allnegative literals with a predicate
symbol of P that have g as the major function symbol in the second argument. To allow
questions of this sort to be answered rapidly, a set of singly-linked lists called FPA LISTS is
maintained. Associated with each list is a key composed of:
(1) A sign (assumed positive for a term),
(2) a predicate symbol or function symbol of degree greater than zero,
(3) an argument number, and
(4) either a function symbol or 0 (which is used to indicate a variable).
The nodes in any given FPA LIST contain pointers to literals or terms which satisfy the
condition specified by the key. For example, the list with the key (-,P,2,g) would contain
pointers to allnegative literals which hadP as the predicate symbol and g as the major function
symbol inthe second argument. Similarly, a listwith the key(+, t,1,0)would contain the address
of allterms with t as the major function symbol anda variable as thefirst argument. Thenodes in
any given FPA list are arranged in ascending orderbased on the values of the pointers. Exactly
how these lists may be used to avoid unnecessary attempts at unification is discussed below. A
unique listinwhich only items (1) and(2) are specified is maintained; this listcontains pointers to
all literals with the correct sign and predicate symbol.
FPA HASH TABLE. Since each FPA LIST has a key associated with it, a hashtable based
on this key canconveniently be maintained. Eachentry in the table is simply the keyandheader
for a particular FPA LIST. Thus, it is relatively easy to locate the header for any specified FPA
LIST.
There are two aspects of these data structures worth noting:
(1) Only one copy of any literal or term is maintained, no matter how often it occurs in the
clauses in the data structures.
(2) For any given term or literal it is possible to rapidly locate all terms, literals, and clauses
which contain an occurrence of the given term or literal.
Fig.\.
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To illustrate the representation of clauses within these data structures, consider the case
where the clause space contains only
Clause 1 -P(x,a,f(e,f(y,g(y)))) v Q(y)
Clause 2 Q(y) v Q(g(y))
Figure 1depicts the nodes in the eLA USELIST,the LITERAL LIST,andthe TERM LIST.The
reader should note the following:
(a)Where predicate or function symbols are portrayed in the figure, there would actually be a
pointer to the appropriate predicate or function node.
(b) No attempthas been made to include all of the items of information associated witheach
node.
FPA Key
(-.P,l,O)
(-,P,2,a)
(-,P,3,O
(+.Q.l,o)
(+,Q,l,g)
(+,f ,I,e)
(+,f ,2,£)
(+,f,l,O)
(+,f,2,g)
(+.g,l,O)
Fig.2.
Pointer 2.
literal 1
literal 1
literal 1
literal 2
literal J
term 1
term 1
term 2
term 2
term 3
Figure 2 is a table of the FPA entriesassociated withthe literals and termsthat occur in the two
clauses.
3. EXAMPLE ALGORITHMS
To illustrate the motivation for these basic structures, two algorithms will be considered in
detail. The first algorithm can be invoked to determine whether or not a given literal is already
represented in the data structures. Because of the similarity in the representation of literals and
terms, the algorithm can be used to determine whether or not a given term is represented in the
data structures, also. To see when the algorithm might be invoked, suppose that a clause C has
been generated and must be added to the data structures. The literals in C would have been
generated in temporary storage. If a copyof a literal L in C already exists in the data structures,
then the address of the permanent copy should replace the address of L; else, a copy of L will
have to be added to the data structures.
Algorithm 1. This algorithm takes L, which is a given literal or composite term, as input.
Neither L nor any composite term that occurs in L is in the data structures,although L or any
term occurring in L may be a copyof a literal or termalready represented in the data structures.
The algorithm can be usedto determine whether or not a copyof L is already represented in the
data structures. If a copy of L is in the data structures, the algorithm returns the address of the
appropriate nodeineitherthe LITERAL LISTor the TERM LIST. KEYisa field constructed as
a key to be usedin a searchof the LITERAL/TERM HASH TABLE, while N is a counterwhich
ranges from 1 to the number of arguments of L. It is assumed that the values in KEY, L, and N
are not altered by a recursive call of Algorithm 1.
Step 1. Initialize N to 1.
Step 2, If the Nth argument of L is not composite, go to Step 4. Else, invoke Algorithm 1
withthe Nth argument of L as the inputvalue. If the representation of the Nth argument was in
the structures, store the returned address as the Nth argument in KEY and go to Step 5.
Step 3. Stop; L is not already in the data structures.
Step 4, Move the Nth argument of L to the Nth argument of KEY.
Step 5. Set N to N +1.If N is less than or equal to the number of arguments in L, goto Step
2.
Step 6. If L is a literal, add the sign and predicate symbol to KEY. Else, add a positive sign
and the major function symbol to KEY.
Step 7. UseKEYto accessthe LITERAL/TERM HASH TABLE. If a match is notfound,go
to Step 3. Else, return the address of the matched literal or term,
The next algorithm can be usedto facilitate the process of finding all literals which unify with
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a designated literal. The algorithm produces literals which are candidates for unification in that
they pass a prescreening test. Since the cost in time to perform this screening operation is
significantly less than to perform a number of unifications, a dramatic decrease in the time
required to locate the desired set of literals can be realized.
The algorithm accepts as input a literal L. It returns the address of a single candidate for
unification. Further callsare made,which are treated as continuations of the original search,until
no more candidates can be found. Thus, the algorithm is either invoked to initiate a search or to
continue a previously initiated search.
Algorithm 2. This algorithm accepts a given literal L as input. N is a variable which runs
from 1 to the number of arguments in L. TABLE is a table in which headers to FPA LISTS are
storedand mustcontainroomfor two entriesper argument of L. K is a constantwhich is used to
save the number of entries put into TABLE.
Step 1. If this is the continuation of a previous search, go to Step 7.
Step 2. Initialize N to 1 and K to O.
Step 3. If the Nth argument of L is a variable, go to Step 5.
Step 4. Add 1to K. Use the FPA HASH TABLEto find the FPA LISTcorresponding to the
Nth argument of L. Similarly, locate the FPA LISTof addressesof literals which have the same
sign and predicate symbol as L, but a variable as the Nth argument. Store these two list headers
as the Kth entry in TABLE. If a searchof the FPA HASHTABLEfails to return either header,
store a 0 (indicating an empty list) into the appropriate area of TABLE.
Step 5. Add1to N.1f N is less thanor equalto the number of arguments of L, goto Step 3.
Step 6. At this point TABLE contains K entries, where each entry is a pair of list headers.
Any literal which can be unified with L will occur in one of the lists in each of the K entries of
TABLE. However, if K is 0, then every argument of L was a variable. In this case the firstentry
of TABLE should be constructed from
(a) the headerto the FPA LIST of all literals which have the samesignand predicate symbol
as L, and
(b) 0 (which signifies an empty list) and K should be set to 1.
Step 7. All of the FPA LISTSare ordered.Therefore,it is quiteeasy to extract the addressof
the first literal L I which occurs in one of the two lists in each of the K entries in TABLE.If no
such literalexists,then the searchends unsuccessfully. Else,all of the 2K listheadersinTABLE
should be updated past L I and the address of L I should be returned.
A similar algorithm can be constructed to facilitate subsumption checks. The FPA LISTS
have alsobeen used to implement paramodulation. In this case the FPA LISTSare used to find a
term which unifies with a specified argument from an equality literal. Then, once a complete
unification test has been made, the containment list of the returned term can be used to rapidly
construct the set of resulting paramodulants.
4. THE GENERATION OF HYPER-RESOLVENTS
The heart of this implementation of hyper-resolution is a module which, given a particular
clause C as input, will generate all hyper-resolvents which have C and clauses from a specified
range of clauses as parent clauses. Algorithms 3-6 describe the logic of this module. The
perceptive reader would note at least the following omissions in those algorithms:
(1) No discussion of how a unification test is to be performed is included. While that logic is,
of course, fundamental to any theorem proving algorithm, the discussion given by Robinson [8]
adequately describes a quite similar algorithm to the one actually implemented.
(2) At certain points in the algorithms unification of variants of two literals, rather than just
the two stated literals,should take place.The solution to the problem of maintaining disjoint sets
of variables between the clauses invoked in a clash is so comparatively trivial that it will not be
covered in detail here.
(3) As each hyper-resolvent is generated, it would normally be submitted to a routine which
would either reject the generated clause or cause it to be added to the data structures.
Algorithm 3. This algorithm can be invoked to generate all hyper-resolvents which have a
given clause C as a parent. A further restriction is imposed by the two input parameters MAX
and MIN. Thesespecify the range of numbers of clausesother than C which maybe usedto form
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the hyper-resolvents. The algorithm utilizes the following local variables:
NUC: This variable isset to theaddress of theclause to be usedas a nucleus inthe clash.
SUB: This variable is a set of substitution components.
LIT: This is an array which gets filled in withthe addresses of the positive literals used to
form a clash.
LINDEX: This is the index into LIT of the next available position in LIT.
K: Thisvariable is usedto index the literals of C,if C isa positive clause. Otherwise, it is
ignored.
TYPE: This variable will be set to the address of C,if C is a positive clause. Else, it will be
set to O.
Step 1. Initialize SUB to the empty set andLINDEX to 1.If C is a positive clause, goto Step
3.
Step 2. Set TYPE to 0 and NUC to the address of C. Invoke Algorithm 4 with MIN,MAX,
NUC, SUB, LIT, LINDEX, and TYPE as parameters. Exit.
Step 3. Set K to 1, TYPE to the address of C, and LINDEX to 2.
Step 4. Set LIT(1) to the address of the Kth literal of C.
Step 5. Invoke Algorithm 2 to find a literalL which might unify withthe negation of the Kth
literal of C.If no suchliteral can be found, go to Step7. Else,perform a complete unification test
to verify that the literals can be unified. if the literals cannot be unified, repeat Step 5; else, set
SUB to the unifying substitution.
Step 6. Use the containment list for -L to find the set of clauses withnumbers between MIN
and MAX that contain -L. For each clause C I in this set, execute the following steps:
(1) Set NUC to the address of C.
(2) Mark the occurrence of -L in C' as clashed.
(3) Invoke Algorithm 4 with MIN, MAX, NUC, SUB, LIT, LINDEX, and TYPE as
parameters.
(4) Remove the mark set in (2).
Go to Step 5.
Step 7. Set K to K +1.If K is greater than the number of literals in C,exit.Otherwise, go to
Step 4.
Algorithm 4.This algorithm is invoked byeitherAlgorithm 3or Algorithm 4 itselfto complete
the required clashandgenerate the desired set of hyper-resolvents. It takesas inputthe following
parameters:
MIN: This variable has beenset to the minimum allowable clause number required of any
clause to extend the clash.
MAX: This variable gives the maximum allowable clause numbers.
NUC: This variable contains the address of the clause which will be the nucleus for the
clash.
SUB: This variable contains the set of substitution components used to form the clash so
far.
LIT: This array contains the addresses of the positive literals that have been clashed
against negative literals in the nucleus.
LINDEX: This variable gives the index of the next available location in LIT.
TYPE: If this variable is non-zero, then any hyper-resolvent formed from the set of clashes
being constructed must conform to the following restriction:
Theliteral pointed to by LIT(I)mustbe usedonlyas a literal in the clause given by
TYPE. If it occurs in other clauses as well, the corresponding clashes should not be
formed.
This restriction is necessary to force all generated hyper-resolvents to have C, the
clause used as input to Algorithm 3, as a parent.
The algorithm uses the following two local variables:
LINDEX2: This is a variable used in a recursive call of Algorithm 4. It will contain one more
than the input value in LINDEX.
SUB2: Similarly, SUB2 is set for a recursive call of Algorithm 2. It will be assigned the
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extension of SUB required to clash the selected literal from the clause given by
NUC.
Step 1. If a non-clashed negative literal exists in the clause indicated by NUC, call it -Land
go to Step 2. Else,
(a) invoke Algorithm 5 with MIN, MAX, NUC, SUB, LIT, LINDEX, and TYPE as
parameters, and
(b) exit.
Step 2. Mark the occurrence of -L in the clause given by NUC as clashed. Set LINDEX2 to
LINDEX+ 1.
Step 3. Invoke Algorithm 2 to find a literal L such that the negationof L might unify with the
imageof -L under the substitution given by SUB. If no such literal can be found, go to Step 5. If
L is not contained in a clause with a number in the range givenby MIN and MAX,repeat Step 3.
Else, perform a complete unification test to verify that the literals can, in fact, be unified. If they
cannot, repeat Step 3. Otherwise, set SUB2 to the extension of SUB that was used to unify the
literals, and set LIT(LINDEX) to the address of L.
Step 4. Invoke Algorithm 4 with MIN, MAX, NUC, SUB2, LIT, LINDEX2, and TYPE as
parameters. Go to Step 3.
Step 5. Remove the indication that -L in NUC has been clashed, and exit.
Algorithm 5. Once a set of clashes has been determined by specifyinga nucleus and a set of
positive literals, each of whichoccurs in one or more positiveclauses, this algorithmcan be called
to generate the appropriate set of hyper-resolvents. The following input parameters are used:
MIN: See previous descriptions.
MAX: See previous descriptions.
NUC: The address of the clause to be used as the nucleus in all clashes.
SUB: The substitution used to form any of the set of clashes.
LIT: A table of addresses of positive literals used to form the set of clashes.
LINDEX: This variable is one greater than the number of entries in LIT.
TYPE: If TYPE is 0, no restriction is placed on whichof the clauses containingLIT(l) can be
used to form a clash (other than the range specification given by MIN and MAX). If
TYPE is not zero, it contains the address of the clause which must be used as the
satellite clause containing LIT(l).
The following local variables are used:
ANC: This array is used to accumulate the ancestor numbers for a generated
hyper-resolvent.
TABIND: This index will be used as an index into ANC and LIT.
NEWCL: This array will accumulate the literals in any generated hyper-resolvent.
NEWIND: This variable is used as an index into TABIND.
Step 1. Set ANC(I) to the clause number of the clause indicated by NUC. Create the images
under the substitution given by SUB of the positive literals in the nucleus, add their addresses to
NEWCL, and set NEWIND to the next available entry in NEWCL.
Step 2. If TYPE is not 0, go to Step 3. Set TABIND to 1. Invoke Algorithm 6 with MIN,
MAX, SUB, LIT, LINDEX, ANC, TABIND, NEWCL, and NEWIND as parameters. Exit.
Step 3. Set TABIND to 2. Set ANC(2) to the clause number of the clause given by TYPE.
Add the images under the substitution given by SUB2 of the positive literals in the given clause
other than the one used in the clash to NEWCL and update NEWIND. Invoke Algorithm 6 with
MIN, MAX, SUB, LIT, LINDEX, ANC, TABIND, NEWCL, and NEWIND as parameters.
Exit.
Algorithm 6. This algorithm is invoked by either Algorithm 5 or by Algorithm 6 itself to finish
generating the set of hyper-resolvents which have been determined by NUC and the literals in
LIT. The input variables are MIN, MAX, SUB, LIT, LINDEX, ANC, TABIND, NEWCL, and
NEWIND. The descriptions of these variables are given in Algorithm 5. The following local
variables are also used:
TABIND2: This variable is used for recursive calls of Algorithm 6. It is set one greater than
TABIND.
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NEWIND2: This variable is also used for recursive calls. It is set to the contents of NEWIND
plus the number of literals added from a single satellite clause.
Step 1. If TABIND= LINDEX, generate a hyper-resolvent from the contents of ANC and
NEWCL and exit.
Step 2. Set TABIND2 to one greater than TABIND.
Step 3. Let L be the literal addressed by LIT(TABIND). From the containment list for L
determine the set of positive clauses with numbers between MIN and MAX that contain L. For
each clause C' in that set execute the following steps:
(a) Set ANC(TABIND2) to the number of C'.
(b) Add the images under the substitution given by SUB of the positive literals other than L
in C' to NEWCL.Set NEWIND2 to the indexof the first available locationin NEWCL.
(c) Invoke Algorithm 6 with MIN, MAX, SUB, LIT, LINDEX, ANC, TABIND2, NEWCL,
and NEWIND2 as parameters.
Exit.
Although a variety of computational details have been omitted from the descriptions of
Algorithms 3-6, it should be clear to the reader that hyper-resolvents are not generated by
generating a sequence of Pl-resolvents,
5. THE BASIC ALGORITHM
Algorithm 7 describes the basic algorithm upon which a theorem prover utilizing
hyper-resolution could be based.
Algorithm 7. This algorithm takes as input an ordered set of clauses S = Ct, Cz, C3 , ••• , Cn
and attempts to establish the unsatisfiability of S by utilizing hyper-resolution as an inference
rule. The following variables are used:
MACLIST: This variable is a list of clauses in the space. Originally it contains
C; C2 , C3 , • • • , C,
MAINDEX: This variable indexes the clauses in MACLIST.
MIN: This variable is set to O.
MACURRENT: This variable is set to the address of the clause in MACLIST with an index
equal to MAINDEX.
Step 1. Set MIN to O. Set MAINDEX to 2.
Step 2. Set MACURRENT to the address of the clause in MACLIST witha numberequal to
MAINDEX. Invoke Algorithm 3 with MACURRENT, MIN, and MAINDEX as parameters. If
the empty clause is generated, stop. Otherwise, add the generated hyper-resolvents to
MACLIST.
Step 3. Add 1 to MAINDEX. If MAINDEX is greater than the largest clause number
contained in MALIST, stop. Else, go to Step 2.
The preceding algorithm does not by any means describe in detail the actual implementation
of hyper-resolution, but it does describe the essential process. The following aspects of the
implementation should be noted, although they will be discussed in more detail elsewhere:
(1) To make the algorithm complete, the generated hyper-resolvents must all be factored.
(2) To make the program work well on any reasonablydifficult theoremit was necessary to
(a) not add any hyper-resolvent whichwas subsumed by a clausealreadyin MACLIST, and
(b) delete any clause in MACLIST whichwas subsumed by a clauseaddedat a later time.
(3) The properties of the equality predicate should be utilized. In particular the facility to
automatically add demodulators as positiveunit clauses containing equalityliteralsare generated
shouldprobablybe included in any serious implementation. If the reader considersthis carefully,
he should see that this practice introduces a variety of added complexities.
(4) Some method of directing the introduction of new terms should be considered. A
generalization of the approach introduced earlier (4) was actually used quite successfully.
6. ACTUAL RESULTS
To evaluate the utility of the algorithms described herein, they were implemented in IBM
360/370 assembler language. Experiments were then conducted on the IBM 360/67 at Northern
Illinois University. Since the success of any implementation can be meaningfully measured only
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by the set of proofs obtainable by the new program,it is worthwhile to present the most difficult
theorems for which proofs have been obtained. It should be noted that while hyper-resolution
was the only inference rule utilized, strategies such as demodulation and subsumption were also
included in the implementation. Further, to prove the third theorem examined below a
set-of-support strategy was utilized as well (in general the combination of set-of-support and
hyper-resolution results in an algorithm which is not refutation complete). The motivation and
justification for combining such strategiesis beyondthe scope of this paper, and will be discussed
elsewhere.
1. Let G be a group such that x 3 = e for all xeG. If h is defined as h(x, y) = xyx' y' for x, yeG,
then for all x, yeG, h(h(x, y), y) = e (the identity).
The clauses which were submitted as input to the program are as follows:
* TH~ FOLLOWIMG AXIO~S DE~I~E A GRnvp
* .I
* f")R MY X tWO Y PI TI1F G"fJl'P , X*Y IS In THF GDnliP;
*;
CL P( XI YI F( XI Y) ) ;
*
* THE:1E t:XISTS AI! IOENTITY Ell:"EfiT
*;
CL P(X/E/X);
CL P(E/X/X);
*
* FOR ANY X IN THE GROUP, THERE EXISTS AN ELEMENT
* Y IN THE GROUP SUCH THAT X*Y-E.
*;
CL P(G(X)/X,E);
CL P(X/G(X)/E);
*
* THE OPERATION * IS ASSOCIATIVE.
*;
C L -P(Vl /V2,V3) -P(V2,V4,V5) -P(V3,V4,V6) P(Vl,V5,V6);
CL -P(Vl,V2,V3) -P(V2,V4,V5) -P(Vl,V5,V6) P(V3,V4/V6);
*
* THE OPERATION * IS WELL-DEFINED
* .,
CL -P(X,Y,Z) -P(X,Y,W) EQUAL(Z,W);
*
*
* REQUIRED EQUALITY AXIOMS
CL EQUAL( X, X);
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) -EQUAL(Y,Z) EQUAL(X,Z)i
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) EQUAL(Y,X);
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) EQUAL(G(X),G(Y»;
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CL -EQUALCX,Y) EQUALCFCX,W),FCY,W»;
CL -EQUALCX,Y) EQUALCFCU,X),F(W,Y»;
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) -P(X,W,Z) P(Y,W,Z);
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) -P(W,X,Z) P(W,Y,Z);
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) -PCW,Z,X) P(W,Z,Y);
*
*
* THE FOLLOWING CLAUSES DENY THAT
X**3-E -> THE COMMUTATOR «X,Y),Y)-E
CL -P(X,X,Y) P(X,Y,E);
CL -P(X,X,Y) P(Y,X,E);
CL P(A,B,C);
CL PCC,GCA),D);
CL P(D,G(B),H);
CL P(H,B,J);
CL P(J,G(H),K);
CL - P( K, G( B) , E) ;
The program derived a proof in5 min and 41 sec. It was executed in a 240K partition of core. The
program generated 28,685 clauses, of which 608 were retained. Out of 279,094 attempts at
unification 83,555 were successful. The author believes that this unusually high percentage of
successes was a result of the use of the FPA structures (see Algorithm 2 above).
2. Let R be a ring such that x2 = x for all XfR. Then R is commutative.
The clauses which were submitted as input to the program are as follows :
* THE FOLLOWING AXlm·IS APPLY TO A RING;
*
E IS AN ADDITIVE IDENTITY
CL S(E,X,X);
CL SCX, E, X) ;
*
SU~l OF ANY TWO ELEMEI·!TS EX ISTS
C L 5(X,Y,J(X,Y»;
*
PRODUCT OF ANY TIIO ELEI·IH!TS EXI STS
CL P(X,Y,F( X,Y»;
•
G(X) IS THE INVERSE OF X
C L SCX,G(X),E);
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CL S(G(X),X,E);
* ADDITION IS ASSOCIATIVE
CL -S(X,Y,Z) -S(Y,W,V) -S(X,V,VI) S(Z,W,VI);
CL -S(X,Y,Z) -S(Y,W,V) -S(Z,W,VI) S(X,V,VI);
*
MULTIPLICATION IS ASSOCIATIVE
C L -P(X,Y,Z) -P(Y,W,V) -P(X,V,VI) P(Z,W,VI);
CL -P(X,Y,Z) -P(Y,W,V) -P(Z,W,Vll P(X,V,Vll;
*
ADDITION IS COMMUTATIVE
CL -S(X,Y,Z) S(Y,X,Z);
*
LEFT AND RIGHT DISTRIBUTIVITY AXIOMS
CL -P(VO,VI,V2) -P(VO,V3,V4) -S(VI,V3,VS)
-P(VO,VS,V6) S(V2,V4,V6);
CL -P(VO,VI,V2) -P(VO,V3,V4) -S(VI,V3,VS)
-S(V2,V4,V6) P(VO,VS,V6);
CL -P(VO,VI,V2) -P(V3,VI,V4) -S(VO,V3,VS)
-P(VS,VI,V6) S(V2,V4,V6);
CL -P(VO,VI,V2) -P(V3,VI,V4) -S(VO,V3,VS)
-S(V2,V4,V6) P(VS,VI,V6);
*
EQUALI TY AX IOMS
CL EQUAL< X,X) ;
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) EQUAL(Y,X);
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) -EQUAL(Y,Z) EQUAL(X,Z);
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) -S(X,W,Z) S(Y,W,Z);
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) -S(W,X,Z) S(W,Y,Z);
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) -S(W,Z,X) S(W,Z,Y);
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) -P(X,W,Z) P(Y,W,Z);
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) -P(W,X,Z) P(W,Y,Z);
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) -P(W,Z,X) P(W,Z,Y);
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) EQUAL(G(X),G(Y»;
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) EQUAL(F(X,W),F(Y,W»;
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) EQUAL(F(W,X),F(W,Y»;
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) EQUAL(J(X,W),J(Y,W»;
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CL -EQUAL(X,Y) EQUAL(J(W,X),J(W,Y»;
*
SUM AND PRODUCT ARE WELL-DEFINED
CL -S(X,Y,W) -S(X,Y,Z) EQUAL(W,Z);
CL -P(X,Y,W) -P(X,Y,Z) EQUAL(W,Z);
*
CANCELLATION LAWS
CL -S(X,Y,Z) -S(X,W,Z) EQUAL(Y,W);
CL -S(X,Y,Z) -S(W,Y,Z) EQUAL(X,W);
THE FOLLOWI tlG AX10nS COtHRADl CT THE THEOREt'
X It·1PLI F.S A*B
CL P( X,X,X);
CL P(A,B,C);
CL -P(B,A,C)i
The program deriveda proof in 14min and 7 sec in a 240K region of core, Of the 36,770 clauses
generated, 1308 wereretained. Out of 520,699 attemptedunifications, 284,627 were successful.
3. Every subgroup of index 2 is normal.
The clauses which were submitted as input to the program are as follows:
* THE FOLLO\~I NG AXlor·..s DEFltJE A GROU P
* .,
* FOR ANY X AND Y I N THE GROUP, x· y IS I tl THE GROUP;
* .,
CL P(X,Y,F(X,Y»i
*
• THERE EXISTS AN IDENTITY ELEME NT
*;
C L P(X,E, X);
CL P(E,X,X) ;
*
*
FOR ANY X IN THE GROUP, THERE EXISTS At! ELEt1E nr
* Y IN THE GROUP SUCH THAT X* Y=E.
..,
C L P(G(X),X,E);
CL P(X,G(X),E);
*
.. TI lE OPERATION" IS ASSOCIATIVE.
* .,
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CL -P(Vl,V2,V3l -P(V2,V4,VSl -P( V3,V4,V6l peVl,VS,V6)i
CL -peVl,V2,V3 l - peV2 , V4, VS) -P(Vl,VS,V6l P(V3,V4,V6l i
*
* THE OPERATIO N * IS WELL-DEFI NED
* ",
C L -P(X,Y,Z) -peX, Y,W) EQUAL( Z,W)i
*
* REQU IRED EQUALITY AXIO MS
* ",
CL EQUAL(X,X)i
CL -EQUAL( X,Y) -EQUAL( Y,Z) EQUALe X,Z)i
CL -EQUAL( X, Y) EQUAL(Y,X);
CL -EQUAL( X, Y) EQUALeGeX),GeY»i
CL -[,lUAL( X, Y) EQUAL(FeX,~),F(Y,W»;
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) EQUAL(F( W, X),Fe W,Y»;
CL -EQUAL( X,Yl -PC X, II, Z1 peY,W,Zl;
CL - EQUAL( X, Y) -P{\~, X,Zl P(I'I,Y,Z) ;
CL -EQUAL( X,Y1 -pe W,Z, X) PC\"I, Z, Y) ;
*
*
ESTABLISHED IDENTITIES
C L EQUAL(F(X,E), X) ;
CL EQUALCF eE,X),X);
CL EQUAL(F(G(X),X),E);
CL EQUAL(F(X,G(X»,E);
CL EQUAL( G(G(X»,X)i
CL EQUAL(Ge E), E);
*
* THE FOLLOWING CLAUSES DE NY THAT
SUBGROUPS OF INDEX 2 ARE NORMAL
* ",
CLO(E) ;
CL -O(X) OCG(X» ;
CL -O(X) -O(Y) -peX,Y,Z) O(Z);
CL -O(X) -EQUAL(X,Y) O(Y)i
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) EQUAL(I( W,X),I( W,Y)l;
CL -EQUAL(X,Y) EQUAL(I(X,W),I(Y, W»;
CL OeX) O(Y) O( ICX,Y» i
CL 0 (X) 0 (Y) P (X, J( X, Y), Y) ;
a. OeB);
CL peB,GeA),C);
CL peA,e, D);
CL -OeD);
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The last four clauses were included in the set-of-support when this problem was run. The
program derived a proof in 7 min and 56 sec running in a 360K region of core. Of the 26,139
clauses generated, 1716 were retained. Out of 188,307 attempted unifications, 26,139 were
successful.
Although proofs for problems 2 and 3 have been obtained by another reported program [9], in
each case the proofs were obtained in two steps. For problem 2 the lemma"Boolean rings have
characteristic 2" was established separately, and problem 3 was established by proving two
subproblems (oneassuming 0 (A)and the other -O(A)). It is the author's belief that these results
constitute a significant advance over those obtained by any previous implementation. Although
this certainlydoes not establish the supremacy of hyper-resolution over other inference rules, it
does indicate that the advantages of hyper-resolution (such as conciseness) warrant continued
examination.
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